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From the Center DireCtor

For much of the 1980s and 1990s, state legislators and 
policy makers who addressed sentencing were primarily 
interested in increasing penalties and the proportion of 
sentences served in prison. The impact of those policies 
became evident when huge numbers of people returned 
to communities after long periods of incarceration and 
failed to reintegrate successfully. This resulted in com-
munity hardship and a surge in state prison populations 
as many individuals were reincarcerated for technical 
parole violations or new offenses. Officials responded by 
focusing on “back-end” measures to improve rehabilita-
tive programs in prison and determine ways that inmates 
might return to the community more expeditiously and 
with better outcomes.

As described in this report, states have more recently 
turned their attention back to the front end of the system, 
concentrating on decisions about who goes to prison in 
the first place and for how long. In 2003 and again in the 
past few years, budgetary shortfalls propelled officials to 
reexamine punitive laws enacted more than two decades 
ago. Informed by 20 years of research and evidence, they 
began creating commissions and task forces to reconsider 
the larger purposes of their sentencing policies. They have 
also found it increasingly difficult to justify using the 
most expensive intervention—prison—for people con-
victed of low-level property and drug offenses, because 
evidence shows that incarceration does little to prevent 
future offending.

During the past decade, Vera’s Center on Sentencing and 
Corrections has helped many states bring about desired, 
effective reforms. We look forward to assisting others in 
the years ahead.

The past decade marks a time of significant change 

in how states approach their criminal sentencing 

policies. The “tough on crime” political mantra that 

drove sentencing legislation 30 years ago has trans-

formed into talk of being “smart on crime,” with 

increasing reliance on research and data to drive 

and substantiate policy decisions. This willingness 

to adopt less punitive, more rational sentencing 

policies is driven, in part, by budget concerns that 

have emerged and remained prominent in recent 

years. 

This report reviews state sentencing policy from 

2001 through 2010. The beginning and end of this 

period coincided with economic recessions and 

spikes in criminal justice reform legislation. During 

this roughly 10-year period, three distinct themes in 

state sentencing legislation emerge: 

> States redefined and reclassified criminal of-

fenses, often resulting in a reduction in offense 

severity and sentence length.

> States strengthened alternatives to incarcera-

tion, with an emphasis on increasing invest-

ment in substance use treatment, specialty 

courts, and community supervision.

> States took steps to reduce prison terms, from 

rolling back mandatory minimum sentences to 

enhancing mechanisms designed to acceler-

ate sentence completion. 

Under these overarching themes, the report identi-

fies and discusses more than 55 pieces of state leg-

islation that chronicle the decade’s most important 

sentencing reform policies.

Peggy McGarry 
Director, Center on Sentencing and Corrections
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Introduction
The population in state prisons in the United States rose 
360 percent between 1980 and 2010.1 States’ corrections 
spending grew almost as much, up 275 percent between 
1988 and 2008.2

Yet, near the turn of the century a confluence of factors 
helped shift the national discourse on criminal justice, 
and the 2001–2002 legislative session marked a change 
in how states approached criminal justice policy.3 By 2001 
the combined jail and prison population had reached 1.9 
million people, and many officials worried about the po-
tential impact of the estimated 600,000 inmates released 
from prison annually, of whom more than half would 
be back in prison within three years.4 Crime rates had 
dropped nearly 18 percent during the preceding decade, 
and innovations like specialty courts and treatment-
 integrated supervision were taking hold.5 In addition, 
a new period of economic uncertainty had begun that 
would eventually evolve into a full-blown recession.6

Legislative reform began occurring on many fronts. 
States began revising “truth in sentencing” laws that had 
limited inmates’ chances for early release. They also began 
repealing mandatory minimum sentences, implementing 
evidence-based supervision practices, and directing new 
funds into treatment to address substance use. (Although 
most reforms have focused on relaxing sentencing poli-
cies, state legislatures have targeted certain categories of 
offenders for heightened punishment, particularly sex of-
fenders, violent offenders, and repeat offenders.7) In 2009, 
for the first time in nearly 40 years, the U.S. state prison 
population decreased.8

The 2009–2010 legislative session brought yet another 
round of criminal justice reform.9 This time legislators 
were persuaded by the substantial body of research on 
how to modify inmates’ behavior. Research had also gen-
erated new sentencing policy models and evidence-based 
corrections practices. In addition, a focus on collecting 
criminal justice data had made it possible for policy mak-
ers to develop detailed projections of the impact that their 
proposals would have on outcomes and budgets. 

This report reviews key legislation enacted during the 
10 years spanning these two periods of reform. Although  
not exhaustive, the information provided here highlights 

legislation that exemplifies trends focused on protect-
ing public safety, holding offenders accountable, and 
controlling corrections costs. The authors have included 
estimates of the impact specific legislation would have on 
prison populations and spending, when available. This in-
formation is presented as a guide to policy makers facing 
similar choices today. 

The most widely adopted statutes fall into three cate-
gories: redefining and reclassifying criminal offenses, 
strengthening alternatives to incarceration, and reducing 
prison terms. Each of these is discussed below. 

Redefining and 
Reclassifying  
Criminal Offenses
Several states have modified how they define or classify 
criminal offenses in ways that affect sentence lengths. 
Some legislatures have targeted certain categories of of-
fenses, such as sex crimes, for heightened status and pun-
ishment. Most, however, have revised definitions or clas-
sifications to reduce the severity level of offenses and the 
length of sentences they bring. This latter type of reform 
has typically focused on low-level, nonviolent felonies. 

In addition, a few states have gone beyond such piece-
meal changes and established sentencing bodies to 
review entire criminal codes and make recommendations 
for broad revisions. 

Criminal CoDes

Many states have created or reinvigorated sentencing 
bodies charged with reviewing and revising criminal 
sentencing laws. Recent legislative mandates of this type 
range from calls to reorganize and clarify existing laws to 
directives requiring substantive examination of the crimi-
nal code and wide-ranging recommendations for reform-
ing it. These newest sentencing bodies are often given 
more targeted instructions than was true for the previous 
generation of sentencing commissions.

�
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south Carolina: Revised Criminal Code (SB 1154, 2010)

> The legislature made substantial changes to the crimi-
nal code: revised a number of offenses (e.g., common 
law assault and battery, certain mob and lynching 
offenses); increased the monetary values of property 
crimes (e.g., increasing the threshold for felony mali-
cious injury to animal or property from $5,000 to 
$10,000); changed offense definitions; modified sen-
tence terms (e.g., eliminated certain mandatory mini-
mum sentences); reclassified certain offenses as violent 
offenses; modified the two/three strikes law; changed 
geriatric and medical parole provisions and work 
release provisions; and established post-release manda-
tory supervision for certain offenders.

iowa: Created Criminal Code Reorganization Study Com-
mittee (HF 2377, 2372, 2010)

> The Iowa Criminal Code Reorganization Study Commit-
tee (HF 2377) introduced a number of successful bills, 
including one allowing judges to extend probation 
sentences when hearing probation revocation cases. 
Another bill (HF 2372) modified the elements of assault 
causing serious injury to create a lesser assault charge. 
Under the new law, a person who commits an assault 
without the intent to inflict serious injury would be 
guilty of a non-forcible Class D felony and subject to up 
to five years in jail and a fine of $750 to $7,500.

KentuCKy: Created Penal Code Drafting Committee 
(HCR 250, 2010)

> The legislature created the Kentucky Penal Code and 
Controlled Substance Drafting Group to review criminal 
laws and provide recommendations for the legislature’s 
consideration in 2011. 

illinois: Created Sentencing Policy Advisory Council (SB 
1320, 2009)

> This law established the Sentencing Policy Advisory 
Council, a body charged with examining sentenc-
ing policies and practices with the goal of increasing 
proportionality and promoting rehabilitation in correc-
tions, as well as controlling state corrections spending. 
Duties include collecting and analyzing data about the 

criminal justice system, identifying crime trends, pro-
jecting inmate population growth, and examining the 
effect of new penalty enhancements and other sentenc-
ing practices. 

ColoraDo: Directed Colorado Commission to Study 
Sentencing Reform (SB 286, 2009)

> This law instructed the Colorado Commission on Crimi-
nal and Juvenile Justice to study sentencing reform with 
a specific focus on sentences related to drug crimes and 
the offense of driving under restraint (license denied, 
revoked, or suspended). It also instructed the commis-
sion to study whether parole should be included as part 
of the sentence or separately; alternatives to incarcera-
tion for first-time nonviolent offenders; and the efficacy 
and consequences of mandatory minimum sentences. 
The commission was established in 2007 with a broad 
research and policy mandate (HB 1358). 

illinois: Revised Sections of the Criminal Code (SB 1300, 
1325, 2009)

> The legislature adopted the first set of the Criminal 
Law Edit, Alignment and Reform (CLEAR) Commission’s 
revisions to the Criminal Code and Code of Correc-
tions. These changes streamlined and reorganized the 
criminal and corrections law, revising Criminal Act and 
Mental State, Kidnapping, and Second Degree Murder 
(SB 1300) and Forfeiture (SB 1325). The revisions did not 
change criminal law practice, but merely clarified am-
biguous terms—for instance, providing a definition of 
the term “criminal act” using Illinois case law.

louisiana: Revived and Restructured Sentencing Com-
mission (HB 246, 2008)

> This law reinstated the Louisiana Sentencing Commis-
sion, broadening its research mandate and placing a 
greater emphasis on outcomes. It requires the commis-
sion to examine sentencing policy and law and the  
relationship of both to the use of correctional program-
ming designed to facilitate offender reentry. The com-
mission submitted its first report to the legislature on 
March 1, 2010.
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south Carolina: Created Sentencing Reform Com-
mission (SB 144, 2008)

> The legislature established the South Carolina Sentenc-
ing Reform Commission to review, study, and recom-
mend legislation for sentencing guidelines, the parole 
system, and alternative sentencing procedures for 
nonviolent offenders.

Drug Crimes 

Many states have lowered classification levels for offenses 
involving possession of controlled substances and even 
more have reduced the severity of marijuana offenses. The 
following changes in state laws focus on changes made to 
the classification or definition of drug offenses, excluding 
changes to mandatory minimums. 

ColoraDo: Reclassified Drug Offenses (HB 1352, 2010)

> For the second time in the past decade, Colorado low-
ered the classification levels for possession of controlled 
substance crimes (other than marijuana, which the 
bill addressed separately). For example, possession of 
Schedule I or II controlled substances was lowered from 
Class 3-4 to Class 4-6; threshold quantity demarcations 
for possession of controlled substances were increased 
from one gram to four grams; possession of Sched-
ule III and IV controlled substances were reclassified 
from felonies to misdemeanors. The law substantially 
changed offenses related to marijuana with regard to 
the amount required to constitute a crime and lowered 
associated penalties.

massaChusetts: Decriminalized Marijuana Possession 
(Ballot Question 2, 2008)

> Reduced possession of one ounce or less of marijuana 
to a civil infraction carrying a $100 fine; conviction is 

not recorded in Criminal Offender Record Information 
Report (CORI).

ColoraDo: Reclassified Drug Possession (SB 318, 2003)

> Reclassified possession of less than a gram of Schedule I 
or II drugs to Class 6 (lowest felony class) for first offend-
ers; and

> Downgraded possession of less than a gram of Schedule I 
or II drugs from Class 2 to Class 4 for repeat offenders.

inDiana: Established Affirmative Defense to “Drug-Free” 
Zone Law (HB 1892, 2001)

> Established an affirmative defense for individuals 
charged with possessing or selling drugs in a drug-free 
zone. This defense requires those charged to assert that 
they were within a drug-free zone only briefly or were 
lured there by police. 

arKansas: Reclassified Drug Paraphernalia Violations 
(HB 2313, 2001)

> Reduced penalty for possession, use, or distribution of 
drug paraphernalia (such as syringes) from a Class C 
felony to a Class A misdemeanor.

ProPerty Crimes 

A number of state legislatures have passed bills that raise 
threshold dollar amounts for property crimes, although 
these changes often have limited impact on the correc-
tions population or spending. This type of legislation has 
usually targeted low-level property crimes, offenses that 
frequently carry sentences served in the community and 
not in jail or prison. The most effective legislation in this 
area bases new threshold dollar amounts on sentencing 
data and takes into account the revised threshold’s effect 
on the lower-level criminal processes, such as misdemean-
or courts and county jails.

Delaware: Raised Felony Property Crime Threshold Dol-
lar Amounts (HB 113, 2009)  

> Increased the threshold for certain Class G felony com-
puter crimes from $500 to $1,500; 

��

imPaCt >
According to the fiscal impact statement, the law is pro-

jected to save $1,468,196 in FY 2010–2011, and $6,156,118 

in FY 2011–2010. The legislation required these savings to 

be reinvested in the Drug Offender Treatment Fund.10
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> Increased the threshold for Class G felony shoplifting 
and theft from $1,000 to $1,500; 

> Increased the threshold for Class G felony criminal mis-
chief crimes from $1,500 to $5,000; 

> Increased the threshold for a conditional discharge for 
issuing a bad check to $1,500; and

> Increased the threshold for Class F felony unlawful use 
of a credit card and “infirm adult” theft crimes from 
$1,000 to $1,500. 

montana: Raised Felony Property Crime Threshold Dol-
lar Amounts (SB 476, 2009)

> Increased threshold dollar amounts for a number of 
felony property crimes from $1,000 to $1,500. 

The fiscal impact statement based on recent corrections 
figures indicated that the law would have no impact on 
spending.

oregon: Raised Felony Property Crime Threshold Dollar 
Amounts (HB 2323, 2009)

> Raised the threshold for Third Degree Theft from $50 to 
$100; 

> Raised the range for Second Degree Theft from $50-$750 
to $100-$1,000; and

> Raised the threshold for Theft in the First Degree to 
$1,000 or more. 

The fiscal impact statement based on recent corrections 
figures indicated that the law would have no impact on 
corrections spending.

CaliFornia: Raised Property Crime Threshold Dollar 
Amounts (SBX3 18, 2009)

> Amended more than 30 sections of the Penal Code, Mili-
tary and Veterans Code, Business and Professions Code, 
and Financial Code by increasing the monetary thresh-
olds for numerous theft offenses and additional prop-
erty crimes. In many cases the amendment doubled 
the minimum threshold. For example, in the Business 

and Professions Code, the threshold dollar amount for 
felony of unlawfully selling or secreting supplies was 
increased from $450 to $950. 

washington: Raised Felony Property Crime Threshold 
Dollar Amounts (SB 6167, 2009)

> Increased the monetary threshold amounts of two 
classes of property felonies for the following offenses: 
theft; malicious mischief; unlawful issuance of a bank 
check; theft of rental, leased, lease-purchased, or loaned 
property; and possession of stolen property. 

> Increased the minimum threshold of Class B felony 
property crimes from $1,000 to $5,000; and

> Increased minimum threshold of Class C felony prop-
erty crimes from $250 to $750.

alabama: Raised Felony Theft Threshold Dollar 
Amounts (HB 491/SB 348, 2003)

> The legislature enacted the Alabama Sentencing Com-
mission’s recommendation to raise the Class C felony 
theft threshold from $250 to $500, and to $2,500 for a 
Class B felony. 

iowa: Reduced Burglary Offense (SF 543, 2001)

> Downgraded burglary offenses involving cars and boats 
by creating a new Class D felony and aggravated misde-
meanor (attempt).

imPaCt >
According to the fiscal impact statement for SB 6167, the 

law will result in fewer Class B felony convictions, lead-

ing to a reduction in prison sentences and average daily 

population. Taking into account the shift in resources from 

superior court to district and municipal courts, the esti-

mated savings is projected to be greater than $50,000.11

imPaCt >
The Alabama Sentencing Commission projected that 

the change would result in a prison bed savings of 3,000 

over a five-year period.12 The state has not published data 

demonstrating the impact of the legislation.13
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Strengthening 
Alternatives to 
Incarceration 
During the past decade, many state legislatures have 
attempted to address high recidivism rates by strength-
ening supervision and services for people on proba-
tion, parole, and other forms of supervised release and 
investing heavily in rehabilitative treatment, transitional 
services, and enhanced supervision. Legislatures have 
directed the greatest attention toward the nexus between 
community supervision and substance abuse treatment, 
resulting in large financial investments in drug courts, 
mandatory drug treatment, and evidence-based supervi-
sion strategies. If these initiatives are implemented well, 
they promise to yield significant cost savings for states 
over time. 

In the past few years, states have experimented with 
incentive funding, financially rewarding agencies or 
 counties that are able to produce desired outcomes such 
as reduced recidivism. This type of legislation almost 
always specifies that evidence-based practices should be 
implemented. 

enhanCing substanCe abuse treatment

Most states have moved away from the “war on drugs” 
philosophy of the 1980s and moved toward rehabilita-
tive substance abuse treatment. In some jurisdictions, 
this focus on treatment has culminated in mandatory 
drug treatment policies for drug offenders as part of their 
criminal sentence. More often, however, legislatures have 
increased funding for services, expanding states’ capac-
ity to provide inpatient and outpatient substance abuse 
treatment. 

texas: Increased Treatment Resources (Justice Reinvest-
ment Initiative, 2007)

> This initiative reinvested $241 million from averted 
prison growth to expand substance abuse treatment 
and transitional reentry programs: 

• Prison/jail substance abuse treatment: 500 beds for 
in-prison treatment targeting DWI offenders; 1,200 
slots for intensive substance abuse treatment in state 
jail system 

• Reentry transition: 300 beds in halfway houses for 
parole reentry; 1,000 slots for in-prison to post-prison 
substance abuse treatment program 

• Community substance abuse treatment: 800 inpa-
tient beds and 3,000 outpatient slots for probationers; 
1,500 inpatient beds for the Substance Abuse Felony 
Punishment, a program that provides six months se-
cure inpatient treatment and three months nonsecure 
residential transitional treatment to probationers and 
parolees who have violated their supervision terms.

Kansas: Authorized Mandatory Drug Treatment (SB 123, 
2003)

> The law mandates up to 18 months of drug treatment 
and probation for nonviolent drug possessors who have 
no prior felony convictions for person crimes or drug 
trafficking. The law also requires that technical violators 
be subject to non-prison sanctions (rather than program 
discharge and revocation to prison), that risk-needs as-
sessments be implemented, and that treatment provid-
ers be certified by the Department of Corrections. 

imPaCt >
Texas immediately saved $210.5 million for the 2008–2009 

fiscal biennium. From 2006 to 2008, probation revocations 

to prison declined by 4 percent and parole revocations 

decreased 25 percent. The parole board’s rate of approv-

als for supervised releases rose 5 percent.14

imPaCt >
The Kansas Sentencing Commission estimated that 1,400 

people would be diverted to mandatory treatment every 

year, roughly 475 of whom would have gone to prison ab-

sent the legislation.15
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hawaii: Authorized Mandatory Drug Treatment (SB 1188, 
2002)

> Modeled after Arizona and California, the law mandates 
treatment and probation for first-time, nonviolent of-
fenders convicted of drug possession or use (instead of 
prison).16 Mandated diversion to treatment also applies 
to probation and parole violators, if their first violation 
involves possession or use of drugs.

establishing PerFormanCe inCentive 
FunDing 

Statistics show that 67 percent of people released from 
prison nationwide are rearrested within three years, 
many for new crimes.17 As a means of driving down high 
re-incarceration rates, a number of legislatures have 
passed criminal justice bills tying funding to desired 
state outcomes. For instance, many states offer financial 
rewards to probation agencies that reduce the recidivism 
rates of people under their supervision. These bills often 
contain a reinvestment mechanism, mandating that the 
cost savings generated from prison diversions be redi-
rected into a fund that supports evidence-based supervi-
sion reforms and human services such as substance abuse 
treatment.

CaliFornia: Established Incentive Fund for Evidence-
Based Probation Reform (SB 678, 2009) 

> The state established the Community Corrections 
Performance Incentives Fund to reward counties that re-
duce the failure rate (e.g., recidivism, revocation, unsuc-
cessful termination) for adult probationers. Two funding 
mechanisms are available: 

• Probation failure-reduction incentive payments, 
which calculate payments to probation departments 
by multiplying the number of probationers prevented 
from being incarcerated by 40 to 45 percent of the cost 
of incarceration or parole; and

• High-performance grants that use 5 percent of cost-
savings funds to reward county probation depart-
ments that have adult probation failure rates more 
than 50 percent below the statewide average in the 
most recently completed calendar year. 

> The legislature allocated $45 million to fund up-front, 
evidence-based reforms necessary to achieve the failure 
reduction. The law also has a provision for performance 
measurement, requiring counties to use at least 5 per-
cent of what is refunded to them to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of their recidivism-reduction programs.

illinois: Created Adult Redeploy Illinois Program (SB 
1289, 2009)

> The Crime Reduction Act of 2009 created the Adult 
Redeploy Illinois program, which uses state funds to ex-
pand evidence-based practices in the local supervision 
of offenders. The law requires participating counties to 
pledge a 25 percent reduction in the number of eligible 
nonviolent offenders committed to state facilities. 
The funds will serve as incentives for counties to keep 
otherwise prison-bound offenders under community 
supervision and to increase the success rates of proba-
tioners and parolees. The law also requires each county 
to develop a performance-measurement system that 
uses enumerated key indicators to evaluate its success 
annually. 

ColoraDo: Established Incentive-Funded County Re-
cidivism Reduction Program (HB 1022, 2009)

> The program established three-year implementation 
grants (maximum of $100,000 for one year or $200,000 
for three years) to reduce recidivism rates among people 
who are mentally ill or have co-occurring disorders and 
are on probation or parole. No funding was appropri-
ated for this bill; funding is dependent on gifts, grants, 
and donations.

arizona: Created Performance Incentive Funding 
 Program (SB 1476, 2008)

> The law established an Adult Probation Services Fund 
for counties and awards them 40 percent of any costs 
they avoid by reducing the percentage of probationers 
who return to prison for technical offenses or new con-
victions. The law authorizes counties to direct these cost 
savings toward three areas:

• increasing the availability of substance abuse treat-
ment programs for probationers;
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• increasing the availability of risk-reduction programs 
and interventions for probationers; and 

• providing grants to nonprofit victims services organi-
zations.

Kansas: Established Incentive-Funded Community Cor-
rections Reforms (SB 14, 2007)

> This legislation created a grant program awarding 
funds to counties and requiring those that apply to set 
a goal of reducing their revocation rate by 20 percent. 
(The legislature set a goal of similarly reducing this rate 
statewide.) The legislation authorizes the secretary of 
corrections to oversee the grant program and develop 
additional program requirements. County community 
corrections programs that apply for these funds are 
required to submit strategic plans for reducing revoca-
tions, using the 2006 rate as a baseline. The statute also 
requires applicants to include an implementation plan 
for a number of evidence-based practices. 

manDating eviDenCe-baseD 
suPervision 

Rising recidivism and revocation rates among people 
sentenced to probation, parole, or other community 
supervision has resulted in public scrutiny of supervision 
practices.19 As the proportion of offenders incarcerated for 
supervision violations has increased, so has the pressure 
to implement strategies that succeed at safely transition-
ing people to and maintaining them in the community.20 
Consequently, many state legislatures have passed bills 
 requiring state parole, probation, and other community 
corrections agencies to redesign their supervision prac-
tices and include risk and needs assessments, individu-
alized case-management plans, treatment, and other 
services that will improve related outcomes.

alabama: Expanded Community Corrections (SB 570, 
2010)

> This law made offenders convicted of selling controlled 
substances eligible for community corrections supervi-
sion. These individuals had previously been eligible only 
for probation and/or prison. 

new hamPshire: Established Evidence-Based Reform 
of Community Supervision (SB 500, 2010)

> This law mandates that all offenders on probation and 
parole receive a risk and needs assessment and that the 
resulting risk classification be used to determine the 
length of active supervision. It also directs the com-
missioner of corrections to establish an intermediate 
sanctions program that can be offered to probation and 
parole violators in lieu of a revocation hearing. Although 
the written intent of the legislation is to reinvest a 
portion of cost savings in community-based treatment 
and sanctions programs, the statute does not include a 
reinvestment formula or instructions.

illinois: Required Evidence-Based Practices (SB 1289, 
2009)

> The Crime Reduction Act of 2009 also calls for evidence-
based reforms in supervision. It creates a Risk, Assets 
and Needs Assessment Task Force to plan the imple-
mentation of a tool that assesses risk, needs, and assets. 
The law requires the use of a standardized, validated 
risk and needs assessment on 75 percent of the incarcer-
ated and parole populations within five years. It also 
mandates individualized case planning, substantive 
programming, and staff training on evidence-based 
practices.

imPaCt >
The Council of State Governments Justice Center pro-

jected a gross savings of $11.8 million for the Arizona De-

partment of Corrections.18

imPaCt >
The governor’s office says the law is expected to reduce 

the state’s prison population by an estimated 18 per-

cent and is projected to save the state between $7.8 

million and $10.8 million over the next five years.21
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vermont: Established Evidence-Based Reform of Com-
munity Supervision (HB 859, 2008)

> The law requires that felony drug and property of-
fenders’ substance abuse treatment needs be assessed 
prior to release and that the assessment inform reentry 
planning. The Department of Corrections is required to 
review offense severity and assess risk for all probation-
ers and to assign them to one of four levels of supervi-
sion. Caseload caps were established for each of the four 
supervision loads. Probationers convicted of certain 
nonviolent felony offenses must be assigned to an ad-
ministrative caseload, the lowest level of supervision.

exPanDing Court-monitoreD treatment

In the past decade, drug courts have become more widely 
accepted as an effective forum for adjudicating drug cases. 
With more than 1,151 drug courts established between 
2000 and 2009, the institutionalization of drug courts 
has been accompanied by relaxed eligibility criteria and 
dramatic increases in funding.23 Their success has resulted 
in the creation of mental health courts and other specialty 
courts in many states. 

inDiana: Authorized the Creation of Statewide Problem-
Solving Courts (HB 1271, 2010)

> The law created a state framework for the establish-
ment and certification of seven problem-solving court 
models: drug court, mental health court, family depen-
dency drug court, community court, reentry court, 
domestic violence court, and veterans court. Prior to the 
bill’s passage, the state had authorized the creation of 
only drug courts and reentry courts.

KentuCKy: Established the “Recovery Kentucky” Initia-
tive (SB 4, 2009)

> The law required the DOC to establish a drug treatment 
facility with the capacity to house 200 felony offenders; 
the facility must be located within a maximum security 
facility, but must have minimum security standards. 
The law authorizes sentence credit for time spent in the 
DOC treatment facility, and grants judges discretion to 
credit time in non-DOC inpatient treatment facilities 
(after successful completion). It also expanded eligibility 
for prison diversion programs to include certain Class C 
offenders who successfully complete pretrial substance 
abuse treatment. The law increased judicial authority to 
order drug treatment by:

• authorizing judges to order substance abuse treat-
ment as a condition of pretrial release; and

• instructing judges to order a substance abuse screen-
ing before releasing an offender pretrial if the indi-
vidual has a documented history of substance abuse 
problems.

new Jersey: Expanded Drug Courts (SB 233/504, 2008)

> Expanded eligibility criteria to include persons with 
two or more third-degree felony convictions, subject to a 
prosecutor’s veto;

> Replaced a requirement of six-month inpatient treatment 
with judicial discretion to use other options (such as in-
patient or outpatient treatment, drug education, etc.); and

> Allows for early release from five years of special proba-
tion if a person is considered to have made exemplary 
progress, completed treatment, served at least two years 
of probation, has not committed a substantial violation 
of probation terms, and is unlikely to commit an offense 
if supervision ceases.

imPaCt >
The law is projected to result in a bed savings of 436 by 

2018 yielding up to $54 million in net savings from 2009 

to 2019. From cost savings over the first two years, $3.9 

million will be reinvested and applied to:

> expanding institutional and community treatment; 

and

> implementing evidence-based practices.22

imPaCt >
The bill’s fiscal statement estimated resulting cost savings 

at $1,474,885, assuming that each offender housed in the 

state-operated residential treatment facility would have 

otherwise been incarcerated.24
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illinois: Created Framework for Mental Health Courts 
(SB 677, 2007)

> The Mental Health Court Treatment Act established a 
framework for creating mental health court programs 
that includes individual or group therapy, medication, 
drug testing, drug education, vocational training, incen-
tives, and sanctions (such as fines, court fees, restitution, 
or jail time). The law excludes most violent offenses and 
mandates that the prosecutor, defendant, and court of-
ficials must agree to a potential participant’s inclusion 
in the mental health court program.

Reducing Prison Terms
States have used a number of strategies to reduce the 
length of criminal sentences over the past 10 years. In 
some cases, legislatures simply shortened criminal sen-
tences—for example, by repealing mandatory minimum 
sentences or reducing sentence lengths for supervision 
revocations. In other instances, legislatures have created 
sentence acceleration mechanisms, such as behavioral 
credits that reward prisoners with double or triple time 
served for completing risk-reduction programs.

relaxing manDatory minimum laws

In the 1980s and 1990s, at a time of heightened concern 
about drugs and violent crime, many states viewed man-
datory minimum sentences as the most effective weapon 
in the “war on drugs.” As the impact of these longer 
sentences has become clear and as the public has gained 
a more sophisticated understanding of the complexity of 
drug-related problems, states have become increasingly 
willing to revise or repeal mandatory minimums for drug 
offenses. 

new Jersey: Reformed Mandatory Minimums for 
“School Zone” Cases (SB 1866, 2009)

> The legislature amended a law that had required judges 
to sentence drug offenders to a mandatory minimum of 
three years in prison for distributing, dispensing, or pos-
sessing with intent to distribute a controlled dangerous 

substance within 1,000 feet of a school. The revised law 
authorizes the court to waive or reduce a mandatory 
minimum sentence or to place a school-zone offender 
on probation after considering certain enumerated miti-
gating factors.

minnesota: Removed Mandatory Minimum for Low-
Level Drug Cases (SF 802, 2009)

> The law allows courts to sentence, without regard to the 
mandatory minimum, individuals convicted of fifth-
 degree felony controlled-substances sale or possession.

rhoDe islanD: Removed Mandatory Minimum Sen-
tences for Drug Offenses (SB 39aa, 2009)

> The legislature removed mandatory minimum sen-
tences for two categories of offenses involving the 
manufacture, sale, or possession of a controlled sub-
stance and reduced maximum sentences from 50 years 
to 20 years and from life to 30 years.

new yorK: Reformed the Rockefeller Drug Laws (S 56-B, 
2009)

> The state eliminated mandatory minimums and 
 restored judicial discretion in low-level drug cases. 
Prison is no longer mandatory for:

• first-time, nonviolent Class B, C, D and E felonies;

• second-time, nonviolent Class C, D, and E felonies; or

• second-time, nonviolent Class B felonies in which the 
offender is deemed by a drug treatment counselor to 
be drug-dependent or to have abused alcohol or drugs. 

> Additionally, the reforms:

• reduced the minimum penalty for Class B felonies 
from three years to two years;

• sealed records for drug offenses and some non-drug, 
non-violent offenses—upon successful completion of 
treatment;

• invested $71 million to expand drug treatment and 
alternatives to incarceration;
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• authorized judges to retroactively resentence approxi-
mately 1,500 incarcerated offenders;  

• left intact mandatory minimums for second-time 
Class B felonies if defendant was convicted of, or had 
pending, a violent felony in the previous 10 years; and 
Class A-I and A-II felonies. 

• added an A-I felony “kingpin” provision carrying a 
mandatory minimum of 15 years to life; added Class B 
felony of selling to a minor under 17.

nevaDa: Narrowed Definition of “Habitual Offender” (AB 
239, 2009) 

> The law limits “habitual offender” status, which carries 
a mandatory minimum of five years, to felony offenders 
with prior felony convictions. Previously, this status was 
applicable to certain current and prior misdemeanor 
charges. 

Delaware: Reformed Mandatory Minimum Sentences 
(HB 210, 2003)

> The revisions in the state law:

• decreased mandatory minimum sentences for drug 
trafficking offenses;

• doubled quantity threshold for drug trafficking to 10 
grams;

• made convicted drug traffickers eligible for transi-
tional community programs during the last 180 days 
of a prison term; and 

• eliminated a 15-year mandatory minimum prison 
term for second-offense selling or possession with 
intent to sell.

miChigan: Repealed Mandatory Minimum Sentences 
(PA 665,666,670, 2002)

> The revisions eliminated most mandatory minimum 
drug laws and folded sentencing of drug offenders into 
the state’s sentencing guidelines. (Drug offenders had 
previously been sentenced under a separate sentencing 
scheme.) In addition to eliminating mandatory mini-
mums, the revisions:

• eliminated mandatory consecutive sentences on mul-
tiple charges;

• replaced lifetime probation for the lowest-level drug 
offenses with five years of probation; and

• revised drug weight thresholds. (Weight no longer 
determines sentences but is instead a sentencing fac-
tor subject to downward departure; this means that 
possession of lower quantities may be used to justify 
lesser sentences.)

inDiana: Reformed Mandatory Minimum Sentences (HB 
1892, SB 358, 2001)

> The reforms eliminated mandatory minimums for 
certain nonviolent drug offenses and granted judges 
discretion to sentence offenders to home detention or 
work release. The laws also grant judges discretion to 
divert (from prison) offenders who sell drugs to support 
their personal use (HB 1892);

> The state’s reforms exempt drug offenders with no 
other types of convictions from the “three strikes” law, 
unless they possess more than one trafficking convic-
tion (SB 358).

exPanDing DisCharge oPtions

Many state legislatures have reduced the length of crimi-
nal sentences by expanding opportunities for release 
from prison or community supervision. States have used 
myriad strategies, such as authorizing “good time” cred-
its that accelerate prison releases and advancing parole 
eligibility dates. 

imPaCt >
The law was projected to produce cost savings of $41 mil-

lion in 2003 and had the following impact on the prison 

population: 

> Approximately 1,200 Michigan prisoners sentenced 

under the old mandatory minimum laws became im-

mediately eligible for earlier parole consideration; and

> An estimated 7,000 low-level drug offenders became 

eligible for discharge from lifetime probation once 

they served the standard term of five years.25
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georgia: Expanded Release Options for Violent Offend-
ers (SB 193, 2009)

> The law allows violent offenders to be released to 
work release and transitional centers during their final 
year of incarceration. Violent offenders do not earn 
early-release credit, “good time,” or any other sentence-
 reducing measures.

ColoraDo: Increased “Good Time” Credits (HB 1351, 2009)

> The law increased the number of “good time” days an 
inmate can earn per month and allows the Department 
of Corrections to deduct up to 60 days from the sentence 
of a nonviolent inmate who has remained program-
compliant and free of major violations.

wisConsin: Established Recidivism Risk-Reduction 
Incentive (AB 500, 2009)

> The legislature granted judges the option of sentencing 
offenders to an early “risk reduction” release date, which 
allows offenders who successfully complete required 
prison programs to be released prior to the expiration 
of their sentence. Following an intake assessment, the 
Department of Corrections determines which prison 
programs are required.

vermont:  Requires Early Discharge for Certain Proba-
tioners (SB 292, 2009)

> The legislature authorizes the Department of Correc-
tions to discharge offenders sentenced to an unlimited 
term of probation on a nonviolent misdemeanor convic-
tion upon the completion of two years if the probationer 
has completed all court-ordered programs. The law also 
authorizes the discharge of nonviolent (felony or mis-
demeanor) probationers who have less than six months 
remaining on their sentence. 

Pennsylvania: Created Recidivism Risk Reduction 
Incentive (HB 4, 2008)

> These laws grant judges the option of sentencing certain 
nonviolent offenders to an early “risk reduction” release 
date upon successful completion of prison programs. 
For offenders with a minimum sentence of three years 
or less, the risk-reduction release date is three-fourths of 
the minimum sentence; for offenders with a minimum 
sentence of three years or more, the risk-reduction release 
date is five-sixths of the minimum sentence. The parole 
board maintains the authority to deny parole at the risk-
reduction release date if the individual is considered a 
threat to public safety.

wyoming: Extended “Good Time” to Parolees (SF 32, 
2008)

> The law extends “good time” credit to parolees, trim-
ming their minimum sentences by a certain number 
of days per month if they maintain good behavior. The 
statute also allows parole officers to use intermediate 
sanctions in lieu of revocation for parolees who commit 
technical violations. 

arizona: Authorized “Earned Time Credit” for Proba-
tioners (SB 1476, 2008)

> The legislature authorized the court to reduce the term 
of an offender’s probation by up to 20 days per month, 
provided the offender has met certain measures of pro-
bation compliance.

mississiPPi: Advanced Parole Release Dates (SB 2136, 
2008)

> The legislature advanced the parole eligibility date 
for nonviolent offenders, from 85 percent of sentence 
served to 25 percent, to be applied retroactively.

imPaCt >
Through August 2009, about 3,100 Mississippi prisoners 

had been paroled an average of 13 months sooner than 

they would have been under the old law. The bill is pro-

jected to prevent prison-population growth and preclude 

the need for 5,000 prison beds over the next 10 years.27

imPaCt >
Officials project that this revision will save almost $12 mil-

lion in the first three years of enactment; cost savings are 

to be reinvested in recidivism-reduction programs begin-

ning in FY 2012.26
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nevaDa: Increased “Good Time” Sentence Deductions 
(AB 510, 2007)

> This law increased “good time” deductions for prison-
ers and parolees. Prisoners can earn up to 30 days of 
“good time” credit per month (up from 20 days); parol-
ees and probationers can earn up to 20 days of “good 
time” credit per month (up from 10 days). Parolees and 
probationers who are current with supervision fees and 
restitution are eligible for the credit of 20 days. Prison-
ers, parolees, and probationers are also eligible for the 
following sentence credits:

• a deduction of 60 days for completing substance 
abuse treatment (up from 30);

• a deduction of 60 days for earning a GED (up from 30); 

• a 90-day deduction for earning a high school diploma 
(up from 60); and

• a deduction of 120 days for completing their first 
associate’s degree (up from 90).

Kansas: Authorized Earned Time Credit for Program 
Completion (SB 14, 2007)

> The law makes parolees and prisoners eligible for a 
60-day earned credit upon successfully completing one 
of four programs: substance abuse treatment; a general 
education diploma; a technical or vocational training 
program; or any program the secretary of corrections 
believes will reduce inmates’ risk of violating the condi-
tions governing their eventual release. 

shortening sentenCe length

States have enacted many types of legislation that reduce 
the length of criminal sentences. Some legislatures have 
focused on judicial sentencing, while others have passed 

bills that focus on reducing sentence length on the back 
end, such as modifying the rules governing supervision 
revocations. 

south Carolina: Reduced Penalties for Drug Posses-
sion (SB 1154, 2010)

> As part of a comprehensive criminal justice reform 
package, the state eliminated mandatory minimum 
sentences for a conviction of simple drug possession; 
allowed the possibility of probation or parole for cer-
tain drug-offense convictions; and added a “knowledge 
element” applicable to school-zone drug offenses (i.e., 
prosecution must prove beyond a reasonable doubt 
that defendants knew they were selling controlled 
substances in a designated school-zone area). It also 
removed sentencing disparities for crack and powder 
cocaine possession and expanded eligibility for work-
 release programs.

ColoraDo: Limited Sentences for Technical Parole Vio-
lations (HB 1360, 2010)

> The law mandates that revocations of parole will last for 
periods of less than 180 days for nonviolent offenders 
with technical violations. If a risk and needs assessment 
instrument finds the nonviolent parolee is at a high risk 
of recidivating, parole can be revoked for no more than 
90 days. The bill also sets guidelines authorizing sub-
stance abuse treatment for parolees. 

imPaCt >
The program has resulted in a 35 percent decrease in 

crime among participating parolees and is forecasted to 

save the state $3.6 million annually.28

imPaCt >
Forecast models estimate that South Carolina’s compre-

hensive reform package will reduce the need to build and 

operate prison space by 1,786 inmates over the next five 

years, saving up to $241 million in operating and capital 

savings.29

imPaCt >
According to the fiscal impact statement, the law is pro-

jected to result in a net bed savings of 59,400 per year, 

amounting to annual cost savings of $4,738,823. A por-

tion of the law’s annual cost savings will be reinvested in 

reentry services for parolees.30
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alabama: Reduced Probation Revocation Sentences (SB 
325, 2010)

> The law limits sentences for revocations based on 
technical violations of probation to not more than 90 
days incarceration for nonviolent offenders who have 
met the conditions of probation for an entire six-month 
period. The law is retroactive and could affect approxi-
mately 1,500 offenders who are in Alabama Department 
of Corrections facilities because of technical violations 
of probation.

south DaKota: Authorized the Suspension of Prison 
Sentences (HB 1073, 2010)

> The law permits the sentencing court to suspend any 
portion of a prison sentence.

KentuCKy: Authorized “Street Time” Credit for Time on 
Parole (HB 372, 2009)

> The legislature authorized time served on parole to be 
credited toward a total sentence, except for individuals 
classified as violent offenders, registered sex offenders, 
or parole violators convicted of a new felony. The law 
also allows nonviolent offenders convicted of a Class D 
felony and sentenced to one-to-five years in prison to 
become eligible for parole after serving 15 percent of 
their sentence or two months in prison. 

FloriDa: Eliminated Prison Sentences in Certain Cases 
(SB 1722, 2009)

> The law requires that offenders convicted of a third-
 degree felony and scoring under a certain point thresh-
old on a sentencing worksheet (an instrument that 
takes into account myriad factors, including offense  
severity, criminal history, victim, legal status, etc.) 
receive a non-prison sentence unless a judge makes a 
specific written finding of public endangerment. It also 
grants judicial discretion to impose non-prison sanc-
tions for third-degree felony offenders who score higher 
on the worksheet.

louisiana: Authorized House Arrest in Lieu of Incar-
ceration (HB 225, 2009)

> The legislature increased from two years to four years 
the period that a felony offender can be sentenced to 
house arrest. The law authorizes judges to sentence of-
fenders to house arrest in lieu of incarceration.

washington: Implemented Special Drug Sentencing 
Grid (HB 2338, 2002)

> This law expanded sentencing options by creating a 
special treatment-oriented drug grid (a sentencing 
guideline) for drug offenders and made most of them 
eligible for drug-court sentences. Prison cost savings 
are to be deposited in a state-operated Criminal Justice 
Treatment Account that funds court-supervised treat-
ment and other services. 
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